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Assrnlcr
The chromitite pods of the Moa-Baracoa massif, in the easternophiolitic belt of Cuba, contain pre-existing gabbro sills. This
association is affected by two processesof hydrothermal alteration. The chromitites and the hosting dunites and harzburgites are
affected first by regional serpentinization; a second alteration, representedby chloritization accompanied with formation of
ferrian chromite, is mainly located in the pods and their immediate vicinity. The altered chromitite pods and enclosedgabbro sills
iue cross cut by millimeter-wide veins. The vein filling consists of a sequenceof clinochlore, uvarovite, chromian clinochlore,
rutile, titanite and calcite. Uvarovite also occurs in the vicinity of veins Uvarovite is concentrically zoned, covering compositions
in the uvarovite-grossular solid solution seriesbetween Uva17and Uvae:; the andradite component is very low. These compositions suggesta complete miscibility along the grossular-uvarovite join at relatively low temperature.On the basis of the mineral
sequenceand mineral chemistry (major and trace elements), the uvarovite crystals, as well as the vein assemblage,formed by a
low-temperature leaching, Ca probably from the gabbro sills, and Cr and Al from the chromite dunng the formation of ferrian
chromite Cr and A1 would have been mobile only at the scale of a pod during this process.
Keywords: uvarovite, zoning, hydrothermal, chromitite, ophiolite, Moa-Baracoa massif, Cuba
SorratraeJns
Les lentilles de chromitite du massif de Moa-Baracoa, dans la partie orientale de la ceinture ophiolitique de Cuba, contient
des filon-couches de gabbro. Cette association a subi les effets de deux stades d'alt6ration hydrothermale. Les lentilles de
chromitite et la dunite et la harzburgite encaissantesont d'abord subi l'influence d'une serpentinisationr6gionale. Une deuxidme
altdration a caus6une chloritisation et la formation de chromite ferrique, surtout dans les lentilles et leurs environs. Les lentilles
de chromitite alt6r6es et les f,rlon-couchesde gabbro sont recoup6s par des veines millim6triques tapiss6es de clinochlore,
uvarovite, clinochlore chromifbre, rutile, titanite et calcite. L'uvarovite se trouve aussi tout prbs des veines. Les cristaux
d'uvarovite montrent une zonation concentrique, et les compositions s'6talent entre uvarovite Uva63 et grossulaire Uva17.La
teneur en andradite est trbs faible. Ces compositions font penser qu'il y a une miscibilitd compldte entre grossulaire et uvarovite
d temp6raturerelativement faible. A la lumibre de la s6quenceparag6ndtiqueet de la composition des min6raux (6l6mentsmajeurs
et traces),les cristaux d'uvarovite, ainsi que I'assemblagedes veines, se sont form6s par lessivaged faible temp6rature,le calcium
venant probablement des filon-couches de gabbro, et le Cr et Al contribu6s par la chromite lors de la formation de la chromite
ferrique Le chrome et I'aluminium n'auraient 6t6 mobiles qu'd l'6che11ed'une lentille pendant ce processus.
(Traduit par la R6daction)
Mots-clds'.uvarovite, zonation, altdration hydrothermale, chromitite, ophiolite, massif de Moa-Baracoa, Cuba.
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westem part of the Mayari-Baracoa belt, is mainly composed of serpentinizedultrabasicrocks (harzburgite and
The uvarovite end-member of the garnet group, interlayeredharzburgite and dunite), with microgabbros
Ca:Crz(SiO+):, has not yet been found in nature. Natuand a diabase dike complex overlying the unit (Iturralderal uvarovitic garnet typically contains significant Vinent 1996). Chromitite pods occur within the dunite;
amounts of both grossular and andradite components. the chromite is relatively Cr-rich, with Crl(Cr + Al) =
Such compositions have been recorded in diverse geo- 0.75 (metallurgical grade).
logical settings: chromitites associatedwith basic and
The Moa-Baracoa massif is also mainly composed
ultrabasic rocks (Chakraborty 1968, Jan et al. 1984, of serpentinized ultrabasic rocks; harzburgite grades
Graham et al. 1996, Proenza & Melgarejo 1996, upward to harzburgite and dunite. In the uppermostpart
Melcher et al. 1997), rodingites (Mogessie &
of the mantle section, sills and dikes of gabbro are comRammlmair 1994), skarns (von Knorring et al. 1986, mon; this suite is covered by a crustal section comprisPan & Fleet 1989), and kimberlites (Meyer & Boyd
ing, from bottom to top, banded gabbro, isotropic
1972, Sobolev et al. 1973). The range of envfuonments gabbro, gabbro with diabase dikes and, finally, basalt
in which it is found suggestsa broad field of stability
and chert. The chromitite pods, commonly with dunitic
(Kalamarides& Berg 1988).
envelopes,occur in the uppermost part of the mantleOur aim in this paper is to provide new chemical and crust transition zone (MTZ). Many chromitites enclose
structural data on this important garnet, and to describe and replace the older gabbro sills parallel to the elongaits mineral association and petrological significance rn tion of the pods (Fig. 2). This feature is typical of most
the Mayari-Baracoa ophiolitic belt, Cuba.
chromite depositsof the Moa-Baracoa district (Proenza
et al. 1997a, 1999), as well as of other districts in cenGror-ocrcal SBrrrNc
tral Cuba (Flint et al. 1948\ and at Coto in the Zambales
ophiolite in Philippines (Leblanc & Violette 1983).
The northem part of the island of Cuba is character- These chromitites are made up of Al-rich chromite or
ized by a 1000-km-long Upper Jurassic- Lower Creta- chromian hercynite, with Cri(Cr+Al) = 0.45 (refractory
ceous ophiolitic belt (Iturralde-Vinent 1996). The grade).
easternpart, the Mayari-Baracoa ophiolitic belt (Fig. 1),
Uvarovitic garnet related to chromitites has been
is 170 km long, l0 to 20 km wide, and comprises two
found only in the Moa-Baracoa massif (Grild 1947,
allochthonous massifs: Mayari-Cristal and MoaKenarev 1966, Lewis et al. 1994,Proenza&. Melgarejo
Baracoa. Both massifs contain abundant podiform de1996). Consequently, the Moa-Baracoa chromite ores
posits of chromitite (Thayer 1942, Guild 1947, will be described with greater detail. However, therr
Murashko & Lavandero 1989, Proenzaet al.1997a,
absencein Mayari-Cristal massif has genetic implica7999, Proenza 1998). The Mayari-Cristal massif, the tions as discussedlater.

MAYARI.CRISTAL

Frc. 1.

"\

Geological sketch of the northwestern Caribbean ophiolites (modified from Wadge et al. 7984).
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A first stagein the formation of the chromitite pods
involved the magmatic processesthat produced the deposit. Primary mineralization is formed by chromite plus
interstitial olivine and, as small inclusions in chromite,
minor amounts of clinopyroxene, amphibole and plagioclase. This association replaced the enclosed prechromitite gabbro sills, as well asthe hosting dunite and
harzburgite (Proenzaet al. 1997a, 1999, Proenza 1998).
The texture of the chromitite is massive, grading in
some deposits to disseminated,and displays pull-apart
fractures. This type of fracture is very common in
podiform deposits of chromite, and it is visible in hand
samples as well as on the scale of the deposit (i.e.,
Leblanc & Nicolas 1992).
Subsolidus hydrothermal processesproduced secondary minerals that widely replaced the above mineral
association.Two main stagesof alteration can be distinguished. The first stage was regional, and affected
the"chroriitite pods ani the hosirocks (dunite and
harzburgite), replacing the olivine grains by an qssemblage of serpentine plus magnetite. The second stage
took place largely in the chromitite pods and their vicinity, and comprises chromite alteration into ferrian
chromite ("ferritchromit"), coupled with replacementof
serpentine by Cr-poor clinochlore (clinochlore-I,
Proenza et al. 1997b). This type of alteration is poorly
developed in harzburgite or dunite occurring far from
the pods, and is restricted to a millimeter scale in the
vicinity of the small grains of accessory chromian
spinel.
The chromitite bodies of the Moa-Baracoa massif
are cross-cut by two sets of mineralized joints (Fig. 3).
Uvarovitic garnet appears only within the first set.

Uvarovite appearsalso in an alteration zone, up to several centimeters in width, that replaces the hosting
chromitite along these fractures. In this case, the
chromite grains are partly corroded and replaced by
uvarovite, and the replacement of chromite progresses
along the grain boundaries and the pull-apart fractures.
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Frc. 3. Schematic cross-section of the garnet-bearing veins.
Symbols: 1) chromite, 2) fertran chromite, 3) clinochloreI, 4) uvarovite, 5) clinochlore-Il (chromian clinochlore)'
6) titanite, T) rutile, 8) calcite, and 9) clinochlore-Ill.
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parameterswere detemined using the Rietveld method
implemented in the FULLPROF program (RodriguezCarvajal 1990). The pattern was refined in spacegroup
Ia3d (Deer et al. 1992), but it is imporlant to note that
other cubic space groups also are possible for garnet
compositionsof this type (l.e., Pinet & Schmidt 1993).

TABLE I REPRESENTATI\IERESULTS OF
ELECTRON-MICROPROBE ANALYSES OF UVAROVITIC GARNET,
MOA_BARACOA MASSIF. CIIBA
Samplel234
SiO, (wt,%) 38 67
Tio2
Al2o3

MrNBner-Cuelrrsrny

A representativeset of microprobe results is given
in Table 1. Their compositions cover a large interual of
uvarovite-grossular solid solution, with a very low andradite component (Fig. 9). Garnet present as interstitial grains from the alteration zone of chromitite has the
samecomposition as gamet from the veins. The Fe content is low, and charge-balanceconsiderations suggest
that all the iron is trivalent; nevertheless,it is difficult
to assign the correct charge to such small amounts of
Fe. The Ti was assignedto occupy octahedralpositions.
The amounts of V, Mn and Mg are very low or below
the detection limit, and these garnet compositions can
therefore be representedessentially as solid solutions
of the binary series grossular-uvarovite, with 17 to 63
mo1.70uvarovite.
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FIG.9. Plot of compositions of chromian garnet from the Moa-Baracoa Massif, Cuba, in
terms of mol Ea, compued to literature data. 1) Reaume Township (Duke & Bonardi
I982),2)Labrador (Kalamarides & Berg 1988), 3) White River (Pan & Fleet 1999),4)
various localities in Canada(Dunn 1978), 5) Luikonlahti (von Knorring et al. 1986),6)
Outukumpu (von Knorring et al. 1986),7) Jijal Complex, Pakistan (Jan et al 7984).
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Infrared-absorption and Raman analysis of the garnet was performed on two samplesto check for the presence of structurally bound OH. The results were not
conclusive with IR, but the Raman spectra shows two
bands that may correspond to a very small amount of
H2O. On the other hand, the chemical compositions
obtained by electron microprobe agree with those expected of anhydrous garnet, because the tetrahedrally
coordinated position is nearly always completely filled
with Si.
The zoning is oscillatory, as is easily detected by
variations in hues of green. These variations in color
reflect variations in the Al:Cr ratio, i.e., the proportion
of uvarovite and grossular components (Fig. 10). Thts
kind of zoning is common in chromian gamet (Ian et aI.
1984). The Cr-rich zones are also the richest in Ti and
V. A comparable Cr-Ti correlation has also been observed in the chromian andradite from Reaume Township, Ontario (Duke & Bonardi 1982).
Somedifferencesin Cr content exist among the three
generationsof chlorite. The early-formed chlorite does
not contain Cr (Table 2). It can be classified as
clinochlore, after Hey (1954). The secondgenerationof
chlorite, which overgrows uvarovite, has Cr contents
between 2.5 and 7.5 wt%oCr2O3, and is classified as
chromian chlinoclore (Table 2). The third generation is
again Cr-free. In all three generations,Fe content is very
low, and nickel values are lower than 0.2 wtToNiO, with
an averageas low as 0.057o.Rutile crystals are of endmember composition (Table 2). Titanite contains 39Vo
TiOz and 107o AlzOz, with variable amounts of Cr, up
ro l.4vo Cr2oj.

TABLE 2 REPRESENTATI\,IE RBSIILTS OF
FT FCTRON-MICROPROBE ANALYSES OF CLINOCHLORE'
CHROMIAN CLINOCHLORE, TITANITE AND RUTIIJ,
MOA_BARACOA MASSIF, CIJBA
Smplel2345678
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Frc. 10. a) Back-scattered-electron(BSE) image of oscillatory zoning in uvarovite. The line indicates the profile of the crystal
analyzed.b) Profile of electron-microprobe data along the line 1-19.
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Trace elements
One sample of garnet was analyzed for 31 trace elements by ICP-MS. As far as we know, quantitative data
ofthis type have not been published before. As shown
in Table 3, the Moa-Baracoa uvarovite has no detectable amounts of Pb and Ce, a few ppm of Li, Co, Cu,
Ga, Rb, Sr, M, Sn, Cs, Ba, Hf, Ta, Th and U, and,20O
ppm of Ni. The V contents (1000 ppm) is similar to the
concentration obtained by electron microprobe. Lanthanide contents are relalively low. not farfrom being
c h o n d r i t i c { F i gl.t ) .
Compared with the semiquantitative data of Wan &
Yeh (1984), the levels of Ni, Cu, Nb, Sn, Ba and pb are
of a similar order of magnitude, but levels of Co, Sr and
La are lower in the uvarovite from Moa. The lanthanum
content reported by Wan & Yeh (1984) is probably too
high becauseit implies a concentration of lanthanides
ten thousandtimes the chondritic values, which is questionable in such garnet.
DerpnvnnrroN

oF THECBlr- Penaueren

We obtaineda cell parametera of I1.922 A using
all reflections. This value is a weighed average of the
different values of the cell parameter in this slightly
zoned gamet. It can be compared to values given by
Deer et al. (1992) for the end-member samets. If we

assumea linear relationship between cell parameterand
composition in the solid solution uvarovite-grossular,
and neglect the small andradite component, the cell parameter obtained is equivalent to an average composition of Uvaa7Grs53.
DrscussroNANDCoNcLUSroNs
The garnet-bearingveins are confined to the interior
of the chromitite bodies. These veins can be interpreted
to be the responseto deformation of a rigid body (the
chromitites) enclosed by more ductile rocks (the
serpentinites).Their formation took place well after the
serpentinizationprocess, as is suggestedby Bamba
(1984) for some alpine podiform deposits of chromite
in Turkey.
The textures of the idiomorphic crystals, as well as
their position in the veins, indicate that they formed from
a hydrothermal fluid in an open space,along fractures.
The mineral associationpoints to a formation by a lowtemperature hydrothermal process. The existence of a
pure Fe-poor clinochlore that cocrystallized with uvarovite in the veins suggeststhe possibility to estimate the
temperatures of formation of this assemblage using
chlorite geothermometry. The first generation of
clinochlore yields a low temperature,about l8G-190'C,
using the geothermometer of Hillier & Velde (1991),
and230-240C using the geothermometer of Kranidiotis
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TABLE3 TRACE.ELEMENTCONCENTRATIONSIN I'VAROVITE
FROM TI{E MOA.BARACOA MASSIF. CUBA
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most feasible explanation for the oscillatory zoning of
the Moa-Baracoa garnet.
A portion of the compositional field of uvarovitic
garnet published to date is plotted in Figure 9. It is significant to note that the suite from the Moa-Baracoa
massif contains compositions not yet reported in the lif
erature on natural examples of the solid solution uvarovite-grossular, despite the fact that these compositions
have already been synthesized (Huckenholz & Knittel

r9'ts).

Kalamarides & Berg (1988) discussedin detail the
gaps in this series. On the basis of their own data, experimental work by Huckenholz ( I 975) and Huckenhoiz
& Knittel (1975), and data supplied by Duke & Bonardi
Analysisby ICP-MS tr d : oot detwled, All valuesre in ppm
(1982) and Jan et al. (1984), they concluded that
ugrandite garnet shows complete solid-solution at high
temperatures (800-1550'C) and variable pressures
(1 bar to 10 kbar). They concluded, also, that a compo& Maclean (1987). The estimatedtemperaturesfor the sitional gap exists between uvarovite and grossular at
second generation of clinochlore (which is associated low temperatures.The paragenesisand hydrothermal
with uvarovite) are 280-300'C using the first geother- mode of occulrence at Moa-Baracoa indicate that the
mometer. The second yield higher temperatures,about garnet crystals formed at relatively low temperature and
low pressure. Our data suggest a complete miscibility
340-3'10"C.Therefore, the significant increasein the Cr
along the grossular-uvarovite join (i.e., very low level
content of the clinochlore of the second generation results in unrealistically higher temperaturesthan those of the andradite component) at low temperatures.The
of the first generation.The temperaturesobtained using potential of a miscibility gap at greater andradite comDonent cannot be discarded from the data presented.
both geothermometersin the Cr-free clinochlore of the ^Ganguly
(1976) presenteda model of the solid solution
first generation,however, are in the range of those obin the system grossular- uvarovite - andradite.Its caltained by Christidis et al. (1998) for chlorite formation
culated spinodal at 400'C does not intersect the uvaroin the Vourinos ophiolitic complex in Greece.
The complex zoning surfaces of the Moa-Baracoa vite-grossular join. Becausethe Moa-Baracoa suite was
garnet do not seemto be linked to dissolution processes, very likely formed below this temperature,our data do
not conflict with this diagram.
but rather to growth. Moreover, their formation at a very
These veins formed from a Ca- and Al-bearing hylow temperatureprevents solid-state diffusion as an efdrothermal fluid. The Al may have been extracted durfective mechanism to explain this zoning (Shore &
ing the replacement of chromite by ferrian chromite
Fowler 1996). As stated by Jamtveit et al. (1995), in
ugrandite-type garnet in skarns, the compositions and (Proenzaet al.199'7b, Proenza 1998), according to the
morphological properties of a hydrothermal mineral are reaction:
controlled by: a) bulk composition of fluid, b) local
aluminian chromite + ferroan antigorite - ferrian
transport processesnear the fluid-solid interface, and
chromite + chromian clinochlore
c) surfacekinetics. Changesin the chemistry of the mineralizing solution are unlikely in this case,becausethe
The activity of Ca in this fluid led to the developveins are strictly related to the inner parts of the chromite
bodies. This fact suggeststhat the fluid phase precipr- ment of uvarovite, and the development of titanite
tated in an essentially closed system. The composition instead of rutile. The source of Ca-rich fluids in
of the fluid, therefore, must have been strongly con- ophiolites is controversial. Mittwede & Schandl (1992)
trolled by the composition of both chromitites and the suggestedliberation of Ca linked to the phenomenonof
gabbro sills included in the chromitite pods. Conse- serpentinization.In our case,the Ca-rich fluids entered
into the system much later than the serpentinization requently, it is difficult to explain oscillatory zoning by
action, during low-temperature hydrothermal alteration
changesin the bulk composition of the fluid.
In the opinion of Jamtveit et al. (1995) and Ivanova that replaced serpentineby chlorite. Since the ultrabasic
et al. (1998), covariation among major elements and rocks hosting the chromitite pods display a very limited
similarities among crystals suggestthat zoning in gar- extent of chloritization, the composition of chlorite- and
net is confrolled mainly by extemal forces (flow rates uvarovite-producingfluids seemsto be controlled by the
composition of the assemblageof chromitites plus the
or chemical changes),with only minor participation of
surface kinetics. Although the gamet in our suite dis- enclosedgabbro sills. The enclosedgabbroscould have
plays the same type of correlations, we believe that a been an alternative source for Ca. These gabbros were
self-organizationprocess(e.g., Putnis et al. 1992) is the hydrothermally altered, and plagioclase crystals were
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converted to prehnite and epidote; clinopyroxene crys- ish Instituto de Cooperaci6n Iberoamericana with an ICI
tals are replaced by fibrous tremolite.
grant for J.P. (Ph.D. thesis).
As pointed out above, the uvarovitic garnet as well
as the chromitite pods occur in direct association with
RBrennNcBs
gabbro sills in the Moa-Baracoa massif (Proenza 1998,
Proenza et al. 1999). Likewise, the lanthanide pattems BeMsa, T. (1984): A model illustrating the formative process
of the podiform chromite depositsin some alpine orogenic
(Fig. 11) of gabbros and gamet reflect a similarity in
terains. Syngenesis and epigenesis in the formation of
their light rare-earth element contents, with a similar
mineral deposits(A. Wauschkuhyn, C. Kluth & R.A. Zirnmerpositive Eu anomaly. The positive Eu anomaly in the
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